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1. INTRODUCTION 
If G is a group and x, y ~ G, then [x,y] =x ly - lxy is the commutator of 
x and y. Set FG= {[x,y][x, yC  G} and 2(G)=n,  where n is the smallest 
integer such that every element of G' is a product of n commutators. 
The problem of determining when G' = FG (i.e., L(G)= 1) is of particular 
interest. Fire [2] constructs a group G of order 256 with G' elementary 
abelian of order 16 and [/'l = 15. Here it is shown that the smallest groups G 
with G' 4: FG are of order 96. 
If G=SL, (F ) ,  then Shoda [13] (for F algebraically closed) and 
Thompson [15] (with some exceptions if F has characteristic 0) show 
G'= FG. Similar results are known for A n, the Mathieu groups, the Suzuki 
groups, and semisimple algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields (cf. 
[9, 11, 16, 17]). It is still an open question whether G' =FG for all finite 
simple groups. Isaacs [8] gives examples of finite perfect groups with 
G' 4:FG. For examples of finite groups with 2(G) arbitrarily large see 
[5, 10]. 
In [6], all pairs (m, n) are determined such that there exists a group G 
with G' ~- C(n) (the cyclic group of order n) and 2(G) > m. In particular if 
G' is cyclic and either IGI < 240 or [G')< 60, then G' =FG. Dark and 
Newell [1] investigate similar questions for the other terms in the descending 
central series. 
Let Sylo(G) denote the set of Sylow p-subgroups of G and d(G) the 
minimal number of elements needed to generate G. In this paper, 
commutator subgroups with rank 2 Sylow p-subgroups are considered, and 
the following is proved. 
THEOREM A. Let P ~ Syl,(G) with P* = P (~ G' abelian and d(P*) ~< 2. 
Then P* ~ FG. 
Rodney [12] proves this in the case P=P*  _~ C(p) × C(p). Examples are 
given to show that the result is false for d(P*) = 3. However, we do obtain: 
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THEOREM B. Suppose G' is an abelian p-group with p > 3. I f  d(G')  <~ 3, 
then G' = FG. 
Rodney [12] and the author [4] have independently proved Theorem B 
(for all p) if G' has exponent p or G' ~ ZG. The result is false for d(G')  = 4 
(cf. [5]). Next groups with small abelian commutator subgroups are studied. 
This yields: 
THEOREM C. Suppose K is an abelian group of  even order. Then there 
exists a group G with G' = K 4= FG if  and only i f  
(i) K_~C(2)  xA IxA2×A 3 or 
(ii) K--~C(2'~)XA1XA2, where lA i l>  1 anda~2.  
Finally by considering the remaining cases, the smallest groups with 
G' 4: FG are determined. 
THEOREM D. I f ( i )  IG[ < 96 or (ii) [G'I < 16, then G' =FG.  
The example of Fite shows (ii) is best possible. An example is given to 
show that (i) cannot be improved. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The results of this section will be used throughout the paper. First we need 
some commutator calculus. Let x y = y - lxy .  The first lemma is standard (cf. 
[3, p. 18]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose x, y, z C G and e is a positive integer. Then 
(i) [x,y] = [y ,x ]  -1, 
(ii) [x, yz] = [x,z][x,y]  z 
(iii) [xy, z] = [x, z] y [y, z], and 
(iv) [x,Y e] =FIT---0' Ix, y] y~- 
The next lemma is due to MacDonald [10] and allows us to reduce the 
case G finite whenever G' is. 
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LEMMA 2,2. I f  G' is finite, then there exists a finite group H and an 
isomorphism ~o of G' and H' such that ~o(FG) = FH. I f  G is not nilpotent, 
then H can be taken not to be nilpotent. 
Two elements x, y ~ G are semiconjugate if (x) -- (yZ~ for some z E G. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Honda [7]). I f  G is finite and x, y E G are semiconjugate 
then x E FG if and only if y C FG. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose H <~ G and t E G such that It, HI ~_ C~(H). Then 
It, H] _ FG. 
Proof. By Lemma2.1(ii), the map sending hEH to [t,h -L] is a 
homomorphism. Thus the image of H is the subgroup It, H] as desired. 
We generalize Lemma 2.3 in the case G' abelian. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose G = (x,y,A ) is a finite group with A ~ G' abelian 
and a =- Ix, y] of order n. Then {aeb[bC [G,A], (e,n) = 1} ~_ FG. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, 
Now if h, k ~ A, 
[G,A] : {[x,k][h,y]lh, kEA }. 
[xh, yk] = a[x, kl[h,y ]. 
Thus a[G,A]~FG.  If (e ,n )= l ,  choose f -~e(modn) with (f, lGI)=l. 
Then the map c goes to c r maps a[G,A] one-to-one, and hence onto 
ae[G,A]. Thus by Lemma 2.3, ae[G,A] ~_FG. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a group with P a p-subgroup of G and T a p'- 
subgroup of NG(P ). Set R = [T, P]. 
[T,R] -=-R, and if P is abelian, then P=R × Cp(T). 
I f  R is abelian, d(R) <~ 2, and t C T' - Cr(P), then [t, R] -- R. 
I f  R is abelian and d(R) <~ 2, there exists t ~ T such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
It, R] =R.  
(iv) 
Proof. 
I f  R is cyclic, then T/Cr(P ) is cyclic. 
By [3, pp. 174-181], (i) holds and also T/Cr(P ) acts faithfully on 
R/¢(R),  where ¢(R) is the Frattini subgroup of R. Hence we can assume R 
is an elementary abelian p-group and T is a subgroup of GL2(p). Clearly if 
I -/: tE  SL2(p)~ T, dim[t, R] = 2. Thus (ii) holds. 
Hence to prove (iii), it suffices to assume T is abelian. If t ~ T is not 
diagonalizable in GL2(p) , then dim[t,R] : 2, and so [t,R]----R. Thus we 
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can assume T itself is diagonal, and the result follows easily. If R is cyclic, 
then T/Cr(P ) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(R/~(R))~--C(p--1) ,  
yielding (iv). 
LEMMA 2.7. I f  K is a cyclic normal subgroup of G, then G' ~ CG(K ). In 
particular, if K is a cyclic characteristic subgroup of G', then K is central in 
G ~ ,
Proof N~(K)/C~(K) = G/C~(K) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut K. 
Thus G/C~(K) is abelian, and so G' ~_ Ca(K). 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A AND n 
We first consider p-groups. If y C G, set fy(H)  = {[y, h]lh ~ H}. If G is 
an abelian p-group, set UiG = {xP~[x E G} and Y2iG = {x E GIx p i :  1 }. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a p-group with G' abelian and d(G') ~ 2. Set 
C = CAG'/O(G')).  
(i) There exists y C G with G' = [y, C]. In particular, if C < G, then 
y can be taken to be any element of G - C. 
(ii) Let [y ,C]=G' .  I f  e i therp¢2 or [G' ,C]<U2G'[y ,G' ] ,  then 
=G(c). 
(iii) G'  = FG. 
Proof For (i), since H¢(G' )  = G' if and only if H = G', we can assume 
¢(G ' )  -- l. The result is trivial if G'  is cyclic, so assume d(G') = 2. Suppose 
y d~ C. Thus G' ~ C~(y), and so 
Ir (G)l = [G: CAy) ]  -- J G'I .  
As G = C(y), Fy(G) = F~(C) = G'. So assume G = C. Choose u, v ~ G with 
[u, v] = a ¢ 1. If [G: C~(u)] or [G: C~(v)] =/=p, the result follows as above. 
Otherwise set K = C~(u) A C~(v). Then K '  ~ (a), and i fg  E K -- CK(K/(a)), 
then G' = Fug(C ). 
We now prove (ii). Let y be such that G'  = [y, C]. Then there exist u, 
v~C with [y, u]=a,  [y ,v ]=b,  and G'=(a ,b) .  Set M=U2G' [y ,G ' ] .  
Since u C C, a" = az, where z ~ O(G') and also if p = 2, z ~M.  We now 
compute [y, u p] rood M using the fact that z" --= z(mod M). Thus 
IT, u p ] = aa u ... a up-' 
- a (az ) . . .  (az  ') (1) 
=_ apzpCO- ,)/2 =_ aP(mod M). 
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Similarly [y, v p] = bP(mod M). Thus we can choose c, d ~ G' so that 
[y, uPc] - aP(mod U2G ') and [y, vPd] - bP(mod U2G'). 
Set H= (y, uPc, vPd}. Then H '= O(G') ,  and so by induction Fy(C)@ H'. 
Now w= [y, u%r]-aebC(modcI)(G')). Thus w- laebfCH ', and so there 
exists z E C with 
[y, z] = (w- 'aegy  -"  °. 
Thus [y, zuev f] = aebf C Fy(C) as desired. 
So to prove (iii), it suffices to assume p = 2. Let G be a minimal coun- 
terexample. By [6], G'  is not cyclic. First suppose y C G - C. Say [y, u] = 
a ~ [y, G']  q~(G'). Set H= (y, u, G'}. Then H '  = ([y, G'],  a) = G'  _c q~(H). 
Thus H = (y, u) = G by minimality. By (ii), 
[u, G'] el: U2G,[y, G'] = M. 
Thus a" ~ a - l (mod M). Let K = (u,y 2, G'). Then 
g '= ([u, y2], [y2, a], [u, a], [K, G ' ] )= (a2, M)=rK .  
By Lemma 2.5, J = {aib ] i odd, b C M} _c FG. So G'  = J U K '  = FG. 
Thus G = C. Note if [u, v] = a, then (u, v)' ~ (a, ep(G')) 4= G', and so 
(a} c_ FG. Hence there exists a E G ' - (FG U q~(G')). Suppose a has order 
2 '~ ~> 4. Let d be the involution in (a). Then G'  = FG(d), and so ad ~ FG. 
Thus by Lemma2.3,  a ~FG, a contradiction. So a2= 1 and a CZG.  
Choose b such that G' = (a, b). Since G = C, [G, G']  c_ q~(G') = (b2). By 
(ii), [G, G ' ]  ~ (b4). Thus there exists a unique involution c G[G,  G'] .  By 
induction, there exist u, v C G with [u, v] =ac. Lemma2.5 implies that 
(u, v) c_ CG(G'). Choose xEG and hGG'  with [x ,h ]=e.  Thus by 
minimality, as a C (x, h, u, v) ' ,  G= (x, h,u ,v )= (x, C~(G')). Hence 
G' = Ix, Ca(G0]  ___ FG by Lemma 2.4. 
Remarks. 1. It is still true for p = 2 and G as above that there exists 
y C G with G '= Fy(G). However, one must be more selective as to which 
element is chosen. By considering the dihedral group of order 16, we see that 
(ii) does not hold. 
2. Equation (1) above shows that if G'  is cyclic with G a p-group, p 4= 2, 
and [u, v] = a, then Fu((v)) = (a). See also [1, Lemma 8]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a p-subgroup of G, t a p'-element of Nc(P), and 
s C P. I f  It, P] is abelian, then Fts(P ) = it, P] Fs(P ). 
Proof Let R = [t, P]. Then R is normal in P. Hence by Lemma 2.1(iii), 
607/45/3-8 
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Fts(P ) ~_ RFs(P ). To prove the other inclusion, we induct on IR[. If IRI = 1, 
the result is trivial. Otherwise K = R n ZP 4= { 1 }, and by Lemma 2.6(i), we 
have K = It, K]. By induction, 
C~(P) ~ RC(P  ) K = RKF~(P) = RF~(P) 
since K ~ R. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose G is not nilpotent. I f  G' is an abelian p-group 
with d(G') <<, 3, then G' = FG. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we can assume G is finite. Let P C Sylp(G). Since 
G' ~<P, P is normal in G. Thus by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem 
(cf.[3, p. 221]), G=PT,  where PAT:{1}.  Hence G' : [T ,P ]P ' .  Set 
R = IT, P]. I f  G'  = R, an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2.6(iii) 
shows there exist tl, t 2 ~ T such that R = [q, R][tz, R]. So by Lemma 2.5, 
G'={[qa ,  t2b]la, bER}=FG.  Thus we can assume d(R)~<2, and by 
Lemma 2.6(iii), there exists t @ T with R : [t, P]. Since G/R is nilpotent, by 
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, 
G' = R(FG) = R (,?p Fs(P) ) : U F's(P) = 
One more lemma is needed to prove Theorem A. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let P G Sylp(G) with P* = P n G' abelian. Set 
N=N~(P*) .  Then P* =PAN' .  
Proof Let L = P*G". Then L is normal in G and P*  C Sylp(L). Hence 
by the Frattini argument (cf. [3, p. 12]), G=NL=NG" .  This implies that 
G' =N'G" .  Let M=NNG' .  By [3, p. 253], P*~G"=P*AM' .  Thus 
IN'IIG"I 
IG'J = IN 'G" I -  
IN 'nG" I  " 
Since P*  n G" _~ N'  N G" and P*  N G" E Sylp(G"), p~[G": N'  N G"]. Thus 
N '  contains some Q c Sylp(G'). As Q ~M,  Q =P*  yielding the result. 
Proof of Theorem A. By the above lemma, we can assume P*  is normal 
in G. The proof of Lemma 2.6(ii) shows that if t E G' - C~(P*), then P* = 
It, P*] ___r~. 
Hence we can assume that P*~ZG'  and so G' =P*  ×K.  Set 
N = N~(P). As PK is normal in G, by the Frattini argument, G = NK, and so 
G' :N 'K .  Thus P* ~N'K .  Now N=PT,  where T is a p'-group. By 
Lemma2.6,  there exists t E T with [t,P] = [T,P]. Thus if H= (P,t), 
H'  = P '  It, P] = P '  [T, P] = P*. By Theorem 3.3, H '  = FH, and so P* ~ FG. 
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We now give an example to show that TheoremA is not true with 
d(P*)  = 3. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let D ,= (u ,v ) ,  where u has order 2 u, v2= 1, and 
vuv=u 1, be the dihedral group of order 2 n+l. Let A1,A2 ,  and A 3 be 
abelian groups. Choose abelian groups B~, B 2, and B 3 so that 
A i = {x 2 Ix E B~}. Let G = (B~ × B 2 × B3) ×~ D, ,  where 
and 
(bl,b2, b3) u = (b7 ~, b 2, b3 '  ) 
(bl, b2, b3) v = (b l  1, b~ -1, b3). 
It is straightforward to check that G'----A 1 ×A 2 XA 3 × (u 2) and for n~ 2, 
(a 1, a 2, aj,  1) ~ FG if the a i are all nontrivial. In fact if n ~ 3, we can take 
B3---Aj = {1 }, then (a 1 , a2, u 4) q~ FG if al and a 2 are not 1. For details, see 
[4, p. 251. 
This shows there exists G with P C Sylp(G), P abelian P ~ G', d(P) = 3, 
and PcLFG.  It also shows that Theorem 3.1(iii) is false if d (G ' )= 3 and 
p = 2. The next example shows it is false for p = 3 as well. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let  G = (x,y, a, b, c), where a E ZG,  a 3 -~  b 3 = c 9 = 1, 
b c = b x = b, e = Ix, y], c x -= c4a, b y = bc 6, and c r = e7b. Then G' = (a, b, c) 
C(9) × C(3) × C(3) and a ¢! FG. 
The above examples how that p > 3 is necessary in Theorem B. The next 
lemma shows why. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let  G be a p-group with p > 3. I f  x, y are elements o f  G 
such that Ix, Y] = a, a y = b, ab = ba, and y E N~((a,  b)), then 
[x, yP] ~ aP(mod(b p, a°2)). 
P roo f  Set A = (b p, aV2). Then b y - barp(mod A ). Hence 
Ix, y;]  = aa y ... a yp ' 
p--1 
=- ~[  a l+( i -1) f ; /2)b i (modA) 
i -O 
-= aP(mod A) 
since p > 3. 
Proof  o f  Theorem B. Let G be a minimal counterexample. By 
Theorem 3.3 and results in [12], G is a p-group with p > 3, q~(G') 4: {1} :~ 
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[G,G'] .  Suppose [x, Y l=a .  Let H=(x ,y ) .  We can assume that 
d(H'/[x, H' ] )  ~ 2. Thus 
x'l, 
where say a y = ab. Applying the previous lemma to HI[x, H'], we have 
[x,y p ] =_ a;(mod([x,  H'] ,  a p~, bP)) 
and 
[a,y p ] ~ bP(mod([x, H'], a p2, bP~)). 
Thus by Lemma 2.5, a p C FH and so (a) c FG. Hence we can pick a C G' - 
(~(G' )  U fC) .  
First suppose [G, G'] ~ ~(G ' )  ~: {1}. Thus we can choose z so that L= 
[z, G' ]N  ~(G ' )~ {1}. Let 1 ~d~ a"21LNZG. Then by induction, we can 
assume ad~FG.  Say [x,y] =ad. Thus by minimality G= (x,y,z,  G') = 
(x,y,z).  Let K= (x,y, ¢(G)) .  Note if K - -  G, then [G, G'] = [x, G' ] [y ,  G'], 
and so by Lemma2.5,  aEFG.  Since dE  ~(G' ) ,  d=c p for some e~ G'. 
Thus, as G' = [x, K] K', we can choose w ~ K such that [w, z] - c(mod K'). 
Set e z = cb. Since c p ~ ZG, b p = 1. Thus by Lemma 3.7, [w, z p] = c p -= 
d(mod K'). Thus a E (K, zP) ' = K'. Hence a C FK, a contradiction. 
Thus [G, G'] n ~(G ' )= {1}. Hence [G, G'] (a91G' and ¢(G ' )~ ZG. So 
if aP ~ 1, G' = FG(a p) and a ¢ FG. Since 1121(ZG')I ) p 2, ZG ) [a, G] = 
F,~(G). Thus a[a, G] is the conjugacy class of a. By minimality this implies 
a ~ ZG. Now if [[G, G']] =p=, then we can choose z with [z, G'] = [G, G'].  
By Theorem 3.1(i), G' = [z, G] and so if H= (z, tP(G)), then a ~ H' =FH. 
Thus we can assume [G, G '}= (b )= [z,G']  has order p. If 
a=_b(mod~(G')) ,  then b=ad p for some dEG' .  Pick u, vEG with 
[u ,v ]=d and set H=(u,  vP, z,G') .  As above a¢H'  ¢G ' .  'Thus 
] f2~G'N~(G' ) l=p.  Choose u, vCG with [u,v]=ab. By Lemma2.5, 
<u, v) c Ca(G' ). Now G= <u, v,z, G')  = <u, v,z, G'> = <u, v, z), and so we 
can assume G' = (a, b, [z, u]) and [z, v] = 1. Then G' = [zu, C~(G')I ~_ rG 
by Lemma 2.4. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K~-C(p~)×C(p~)×C(qV) ,  where p and q are 
distinct primes and K has no element of order 4. I f  G' = K, then G' = FG. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Pick P ~ Sylp(G) and 
Q @ Sylq(G). Set P*  =PN G' and Q* = QN G' = (c). Suppose first that P 
is not normal in G. By the Frattini argument, G = G'Na(P)= (c)Na(P). 
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Thus [P, e] = (c). Say N~(P)=PT,  where T is a p'-group. By a slight 
refinement of the argument in Theorem 3.1 (i), we can find y E P such that 
y q~ C~(c) and [y, C~(P'/q~(P')] =P' .  As K has no element of order4, 
Theorem 3.1(ii) yields Fy(P) = P'. Choose t E T with It, P] = IT, P]. Then 
Fry(P) = ]t, P] Fy(P) = It, P ]P '  --- P* by Lemma 3.2. As {[ty, c]) = (c), this 
implies Ft~(G ) = G' = FG. 
So assume P is normal in G. Hence G- -PT .  Then P* = [T, P*]  X Cp,(T). 
If IT, P*]--- - I ,  then G- -PXT ,  and so FG=FPXFT=P'XT '=G' .  
Suppose that ]T ,P*]  is cyclic. Let C= Cr(Q*/q~(o*)) or Cr(T/~(Q*))  if 
the former is T. Choose t E T - -  (C U Cr(P)). Since 4Xq v, the argument in 
Theorem 3.1(ii) shows that Ft(T)= Q*. As above there exists s E P with 
Fts(P ) = P*. Now Fts(T ) -~ Ft(T ) mod P* -= Q* mod P*. Hence 
Ft~(TP)=G'. Finally suppose that [T ,P*]=P*.  Choose tET  with 
P*=[t ,P* ] .  If [T ,Q*]=Q*,  pick sET  with [s ,Q*]=Q*.  Then G '= 
{[su, tv]lu, v E G'} =FG by Lemma 2.5. Hence T is nilpotent. Choose u, 
v E Q with [u, v] = c. By the remark following Theorem 3.1, F~((v)) = Q*. 
Set U=(u ,v ) .  I f  [U,P*]=P*,  we can choose s=uev s such that 
Is, P*]  = P* and (e,f, q) = 1. Then I'~(G) = G'. Otherwise [U, P] is cyclic. 
Hence U/Cu(P ) is cyclic, and so we can assume v E Cv(P ). Then if e E Z 
and s E P*,  
[vet, us] = [v usl' It, us] 
= [v e, u]' [t, s][t, u]. 
Since F,(P*)-~ P* and Fu((v))= Q*, the result follows. 
Theorem C now follows from Example 3.5, Theorem 4.1, and the result for 
G' ~ G(p) X C(p) × C(p) (cf. [12] or [4, p. 52]). The result for IK[ odd 
appears more difficult, although if K=A 1 X . . .  N A m,  m)7 or d(K) >~ 4, 
there exist G with G'= K =/= FG (cf. [5]). 
Note that if G'  is abelian and GIG' is cyclic, then G' =FG by 
Lemma2.4.  Also if G is a 2-group with ]G :G ' ]=4,  then G' is cyclic 
(cf. [14]). As a consequence,' if G'  has a normal 2-complement and 
[G: G']  =-4, then TE  Sylz(G' ) implies T is cyclic. Thus as a corollary to 
Theorems A and C, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If G' is abelian and IG'I < 16 or IGI < 128, then 
G' =- FG. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let G = (u, v, w, x, y), where u 2 = v 2 = w 2 = x 8 =- y2 = 1, 
uvu=vw,  uxu=x ~, vxv=xSy,  and w, yEZG.  Then IG1=128,  
G' = (x z,y, w) ~ C(4) × C(2) X C(2), and y q~ FG. Thus Corol lary 4.2 is 
best possible. 
6o7/4s/3 9
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
THEOREM 5.1. 1f iG '  I is divisible by at most three primes (counting 
multiplicity), then G' =I"G. 
Proof I f  G'  is abelian, this follows from the results of the previous 
sections. So suppose G '4 :  1. I f  I G'[ =p3,  then G '= (a)___FG and G '= 
(FG) G". Hence if x ~ G' - G", xa e C FG for some e. Since x is conjugate 
to xa e, x EI"G also. Lemrna2.7 implies G' is not metacyclic, and so 
I G'I vapqr. Suppose IG' I  =p2q. If x C G' has order pq, then x q E ZG', and 
so (G/ZG')'  = G'/ZG' is nonabelian of order pq, a contradiction as above. 
Thus G' is the union of its Sylow subgroups, and the result follows from 
Theorem A. 
It is easily seen that /~A~ =A 5 (e.g., apply Theorem A). SinceA 5 is the 
only perfect group of order less than 96, we need only consider IG' I  < 48. By 
Theorem 5.1, the only cases left are IG'I  = 16, 24, 36, or 40. 
LEMMA 5.2. I f lG '  I = 16 and G"4 :  1, then G' =FG. 
Proof I f  IG"] = 4, then G" is cyclic by [14] and hence central in G'. So 
by Lemma 2.7, if u, v C G', then [u, v] ~ = [u 2, v] = I, contradicting the fact 
that G" has exponent 4. Thus G"= (a) has order 2. Then G '= (FG)G", 
and so if x~G' ,  either x or xaEFG.  If xq~ZG',  then x and xa are 
conjugate, and hence x E FG. This implies that FG ~_ G" U (G' - ZG'). So 
G' ¢ FG yields ]ZG' I = 4 with say ZG' = (a, b), b q~ FG. Then ba ~ FG, 
and hence b2= 1. As b is not conjugate to ba, we have bEZG.  Now 
[u, v] = ba for some u, v C G. Set H = (u, v, G') .  Since b C H ' ,  we can take 
G = H. Then G acts on G'/ZG' ~- C(2) X C(2) as a cyclic group of order 3. 
Let K= (u 3, v 3, G') .  Then K' =ZG' ,  and so bCK'  =FK~_FG. 
We remark that this is false for ]G' l=p 4, p an odd prime (cf. [4, p. 27]), 
LEMMA 5.3. If I G'[ = 8p, where p ~ 1 (rood 3) is an odd prime, and 
[G: G']  < 4, then G '= FG. 
Proof Let P CSy lp(G ' )  and TCSy lz (G '  ). I f  P is normal, then by 
Lemma 2.7, P ~ ZG', and hence G'  = P X T. As p ~ l (mod 3), this implies 
[G: G']  ~4.  Hence we can assume H=(P  r) has order at least 4p. Thus 
G/H is nilpotent of order at most 6. Hence H= G' =P[P, T], and so 
G" = [P, T] = T. Thus p= 3, T~ Qs; the quaternion group, and 
[G: G']  = 2. Then FG~PU G" =PU 7". So if x ~ G' --FG, x must have 
order 6. Say P = (x2). Now since P _~ G',  
N6(P)~ C6(P ) = P = N6(P ) ~ G'. 
Thus we can pick y ~ G with y inverting x 2. Then y acts on T as an outer 
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automorphism (as Ca(T ) = ZT).  Hence y inverts some element e E T of 
order 4. So 
[ex 2, y] = [e, y] [x 2, y] = e2x 4 ~- x3x 4 = x ~ FG. 
LEMMA 5.4. IflG'I = 36 and Ia  I = 72, then G' =FG.  
Proof. Let T C SyI2(G' ) and P C Syl3(G' ). I f  P is normal, then I a/el = 8 
and I a ' /e l  = 4, a contradiction. As every group of order pZq2 has a normal 
Sylow subgroup, T is normal in G. If Tc  ZG' ,  then G'  is abelian, and the 
result follows from Corollary 4.2. Thus T is not central in G'  and hence not 
cyclic by Lemma 2.7. So T~_ C(2) X C(2), [P, T] = T, and T~ZG'  = {1}. 
Now P~ T~FG by Theorem A. Thus i fxC  G' - -FG,  x has order 6 or 18. 
If  x 6 4: 1, then 1 4: x 9 ~ TN ZG' ,  a contradiction. Hence x 6 = 1, and (x 2) E 
Syl3(C~(Z)). If x 2 ~ ZG, then there exists y ~ G - C~(T) with y inverting x 2. 
Set H = (CG(T), y). Then C~(T) 2 H'  ~-- C(6), and so some element of order 
6 in C~(T) is in FG. However, all such elements are semi-conjugate, and 
hence x E FG. Thus x 2 C ZG A P. However, G/T~-  S 3, and thus 
IZG~P]  = 1. This completes the proof. 
Theorem D now follows. A similar analysis of the groups of order 96 
yields the next result (see [4, p. 661) and shows that the bounds in 
Theorem D can not be lowered. 
THEOREM 5.5. I f  [G] = 96 and G' 4:FG, then I a ' [  = 32 and one of the 
following holds. 
(i) G = (a, b, c, d, x), where 
a 4 = b 4 = c 2 = d 2 = x 3 : [a ,  e]  = [a ,  d ]  : [b,  c]  -~- ]b,  d ]  : [c, d ]  ~- 1, 
a 2=b 2 ,ab=a - l , ax=b,  bX=ab,  cX=d,  anddX=cd.  
Then G is a suitable semidirect product of  
Q8 × C(2) × C(2) and C(3) and G' - -FG = {ca 2, da 2, cda2}. 
(ii) G = (a, b, c, x), where 
a '= ha= e2= x~= 1, [a, b] = c, [a, e] = [b, c] = 1, aX= b, and 
b x = a3b 3. 
Then G' -- FG = {a2c, b2c, aZb2c}. 
The same techniques can be used to show that for n ~< 200, there exists a 
group G with I GI -- n and G' 4= FG if and only if n = 96, 128, 144, 162, 168, 
or 192 (see [4, p. 64]). 
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